
Investing
Refined
Automated investing designed

to earn passive income while

you enjoy your life.

Start investing

Power Meets Wisdom

At Emperor Investments, we blend the power of

technology with wisdom only an experienced

analyst could possess. The results? Investments

designed to deliver perfomance and achieve your

goals while saving you time and money.

Start investing
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Start investing

01. Tech Screening

Our technology identifies suitable stocks based on Emperor's strict

criteria.

02. Human Analysis

Our experienced analysts further review each identified stock.

03. Your Portfolio

We assess your needs and assemble a portfolio of these stocks just

for you.

Learn more

Bespoke Investments

We don't do generic. Every Emperor portfolio is made from a

selection of individual stocks tailored to your unique needs.
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Growing Your Wealth

Emperor portfolios have been able to outperform the market over the past 11

years. This has resulted is an average annual return of 16.86%* which could take

your wealth to new heights.

Initial Investment: $2,500.00

Recurring Contribution: $250.00

0%

Emperor Total

Return

0%

S&P 500 Total

Return

0%

Typical Savings

Account
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The Emperor Advantage

Picking Each Stock

Forget pooling your money with others for

mediocre returns, only own stocks that work for you

with an Emperor portfolio.

Generating Passive Income

We only invest in stocks with a long and consistent

dividend payout history. These stocks are likely to

continue paying in the future.

Achieving Your Goals

Emperor's online platform is built with your goals in
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mind. Each goal you set up will get its own portfolio

and custom savings plan.

Start investing

Protecting Your Assets

The security of your money is Emperor's top priority. That's why we use Folio

Institutional to hold your assets and insure them. In addition to our platform,

you will have full control over your investments at any time on Folio's website.

Learn more

Benefits and Pricing

Start investing in stocks today with

investment porfolios designed to:

Earn you passive income with

dividends

Achieve your unique financial goals

Save you time and money
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FAQ
Still deciding if we’re right for you? These frequently asked questions may

help:

Reinvest your dividends

Automatically rebalance

0.6% annual cost
$500 minimum deposit

No hidden ETF fees

Start investing

Will I have access to human support?

What if I have investments elsewhere?

Why should I choose you over competitors?
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Start investing today!

Start investing

Why do you need my personal information?

How does Emperor keep my personal data safe?

How much do I need to start investing?
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CAREERS

CONTACT

C O N T A C T  U S

support@emperorinvests.com

+1 (855) 588-7577

E N C R YP T E D  W I T H D ATA  A N D  C U ST O DY 
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Emperor Investments Inc., is an SEC-registered investment adviser. Please see disclosures for more information.

By using this website, you understand the information being presented is provided for informational purposes

only and agree to our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Emperor’s investment advisory services are available only

to residents of the United States in jurisdictions where Emperor is registered. Emperor Investments relies on

information from various sources believed to be reliable, including clients and third parties, but cannot guarantee

the accuracy and completeness of that information. Nothing in this communication should be construed as an

o�er, recommendation, or solicitation to buy or sell any security. Communications by Emperor through its social

media community are for educational and informational purposes and should not be considered a solicitation to

buy or sell securities. Additionally, Emperor Investments does not provide tax advice and investors are encouraged

to consult with their personal tax advisors. See disclosures for more information.

Emperor Investments’ financial advisory and planning services, provided to investors who become clients pursuant

to a written agreement, are designed to aid our clients in preparing for their financial futures and allow them to

personalize the assumptions they make about their portfolios. All stock market investing involves the risk of losing

your money. Past performance does not guarantee future performance. Historical returns, expected returns, and

probability projections are provided for informational and illustrative purposes, and may not reflect actual future

performance.

Before investing, consider your investment objectives and Emperor’s fees and applicable custodial fees. Brokerage

services are provided by FolioInvestments, Inc., an SEC registered broker-dealer and member FINRA/SIPC.

Investments: Not FDIC Insured-No Bank Guarantee-May Lose Value

© Copyright 2018 Emperor Investments Inc.

*1 Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The investment return and principal value of an investment

will fluctuate so that an investor's shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost.

Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance quoted. The results of forward-testing does

not represent the results of actual trading using client assets and should not be considered indicative of the skill

of the adviser. Forward-testing (aka paper trading) fails to address the broad market’s impact on individual

securities and generally does not account for cost like slippage, commissions or fees. Forward-testing often

includes “formfitting” which is the ability to select ideal entry and exit points. For more information see our

disclosures.

*2 Average ETF fee Based on The Wall Street Journal How to choose an ETF Actual fees vary depending on the
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*2 Average ETF fee. Based on The Wall Street Journal, How to choose an ETF. Actual fees vary depending on the

ETF.
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